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There’s something for everyone to love about The Switch.
	
  
The Switch is the world’s first transgender sitcom in the history of television. No - really1. Not only
that, but it features transgender actors in transgender roles. And not only that, but it’s damn funny.
What do you get when you mix contract killing, teenage blues, LGBT rainbows, weirdness, and a
murder mystery? Welcome to East Vancouver! It’s the home of marginal living, social inequity, and
Craneview Place, a former industrial site that is almost safe for human habitation. Meet some
intriguing folks you might glimpse at the bus stop and not usually think think twice about. Each is
coming out of their cocoon, but what’s emerging and how will the world deal with them?
Trailer: https://youtu.be/epMoZdm4tJw
	
  
Over six episodes, the story follows our characters as they try to solve whatever crises they
encounter - or created. Our lead Sü botches the metric system while shopping for hormones online
and winds up more than broke, then tries to pay off debts by moonlighting as a text-message
dominatrix, until her boyfriend suspects she’s texting her ex, so she sets up a double-date, which
leads to a fistfight over the bill, and before you know it, someone is trying to mess with her medical
records, which is a problem because she’s already fudged her paperwork to be considered for
gender reassignment surgery, and now she has to fix this without getting deported, while her
roommate is still a wanted eco-terrorist - and that’s just one character.
	
  
The Switch is produced by Trembling Void Studios. Political humourist Amy Fox is the series’
showrunner, co-writer, and co-star as Chris, the wanted eco-terrorist. Trembling Void funded the
series’ first season through a Kickstarter campaign in 2014. They then developed an 8-month
intensive actor training program to develop trans talent locally. In the end, only two of The Switch’s
ensemble cast were brought in from outside Canada (Nyla Rose and Lindsay Coryne). Trembling
Void shot all six full episodes over five and a half weeks in the spring of 2015, after turning a South
Vancouver warehouse into a studio.
	
  
Airing on Canadian Cable in 2016, The Switch was the first scripted TV show with a trans star.
Now it’s launching on iTunes, Amazon Prime, Google Play, Revry, Pay YouTube.The Switch has
received recognition, accolades and press from both inside and outside of the LGBT community,
including but not limited to The Hollywood Reporter, Bustle, FTMag, GLAAD, and CBC. Daily Xtra
also featured us in 2015..
Presales begin on June 13th, 2017, on iTunes, Amazon Prime, Google Play and Revry.tv.
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Amy Fox
Showrunner/Co-Writer/Chris
As an entrepreneur/activist, Amy
founded Trembling Void on a simple concept:
good entertainment has a social
conscience. This quest has taken her to
writing, producing and co-starring in The
Switch, the world’s first transgender sitcom –
This launched a career in other media that
celebrate human diversity. In her spare time,
she larps, sculpts weird things out of metal
and runs for city council as a self-identified
supervillain.

	
  

Ingo Lou
Producer
Ingo is an award winning producer and project
manager at Trembling Void Studios where he
produced the landmark TV sitcom, The Switch - plus
the prize-winning drama, Floating Away and the
soon-to-be-released neo-noir crime thriller, The Iron
Sixth.
A social engineer, Ingo defies and disrupts
assumptions and traditions by discovering new
talent, bringing crew from diverse backgrounds to
where they exceed even their own performance
expectations both in front-of and behind the
camera.
Combining his experience as a PMP-certified
project manager and experience as a 1st AD to over
50 indie films, Ingo produces high-quality content on
strict timelines and fixed budgets while maintaining
a professional working environment of confidence
and optimism.
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Jem Garrard
Director
Garrard is four-time Leo award winning filmmaker
with experience filming across the globe. After
graduating with a film production degree in London,
she spent the past seven years directing music
videos, documentaries, short films and TV in
Vancouver, BC. She has made official music videos
for Ringo Starr, Linkin Park, Young Galaxy, Bend
Sinister and dozens of Canadian artists. Her first
feature documentary, Guns to Mics, shot in Sierra
Leone, West Africa, has just been released and is
working the international festival circuit.
She recently directed the TV movie A Murderer
Upstairs for the Lifetime channel. In February 2016
Telus Optik TV picked up her short film as the scifi/comedy, Android Employed, as their first original
scripted series to be released in July 2017.
Recently, Jem directed four episode’s of Disney’s
action sci-fi series Mech X-4. In March 2017 she
was announced as one of the five winners of Five in
Focus, an initiative launched by Women in View to
highlight and support five female Directors across
Canada for a year.
Jem is currently in development on her debut
feature, Android Employed.
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Glossary of Terms Common in the Trans Community
Butch: A woman who presents in a masculine fashion, and, no matter how
she swings, probably gets hit on by a lot of lesbians.
Cisgender, Cis: Not trans. Most people: Angela Merkel, Harrison Ford,
June Cleaver (probably.
FtM: A female-to-male transsexual, like Chaz Bono.
Genderqueer: Someone who present or identifies as other than male or
female, between the two, or has no gender identity.
MtF: A male-to-female transsexual, like Caitlin Jenner.
Them/They: A gender-neutral pronoun in common use in trans
communities. It can refer to a person of any gender or none.
Transgender, trans: This umbrella term contains within it transsexuals and
genderqueers, among others. Trans people strain against conventional
gender norms. This can mean changing sex from one to the other
(transsexual), or living as neither (genderqueer).
Ze/zer: A pronoun, like “he/his” or “she/her”, save that it refers to people
who identify as other than male or female.
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Sü
27, MtF female, “she”
played by Nyla Rose
Smart, nerdy, reckless—she has a thousand ideas, and the
only way to tell the good ones from the bad is to try them
out, hope for the best, and then awkwardly apologize to
anyone caught in the blast area. Sü has been out to herself
for years, and moved to Vancouver from South Carolina to
build her career as a computer programmer and finally live
as a woman. Sü grew
up watching her
working-class parents
bust ass and... kind of
get ahead. She believes in the American Dream, but the
American Dream doesn’t believe in her. Chatty and a
social butterfly, she has an unfortunate tendency to overshare. She's a much-needed friend to teenager Zoey, and
even sticks up for her dodgy boss Nate when Phil takes
advantage of him. When Sü moves in with Chris, her new
world and friends challenge her old assumptions. As her
community is threatened, she can no longer stand idly by:
an office climber becomes a community leader.

Chris
29, MtF, masculine genderqueer, “ze”
played by Amy Fox
The last ex Sü calls in her hour of need, Chris is Sü ’s
reluctant roommate. Ze’s an exile from the northern rural
interior, displaced by a mix of transphobia and a ruined
economy. Ze met Antonia at the Eris Organics vegetable
delivery co-op… which somehow led them into their current
scheme of killing climate criminals and selling the carbon
offsets. Ze is full of
contradictions: a
socially conscious
contract killer, aMtF transsexual who gets by in life by
passing as an FtM transsexual, and a hospitable hermit,
someone who can find or fix anything - except human
contact. While awkward and socially alien, ze's a good
friend you can always count on. Ze also might have
feelings for Su…
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Zoey
17, MtF feminine genderqueer, “she/they”
played by Vincent Viezzer
A perpetual outsider eager to be accepted. But once the popular kids
look past Zoey’s oddness and gender variance, what they find
underneath is a morbid weirdo. An athletic savant with poor social skills,
they come on strong, having discarded any sense of other people’s
privacy. Their birth mother died in a car accident three years ago,
leaving them in care of their
godmother, Sandra. Zoey craves the
intimacy of friendship, but has only
found online acquaintances. Luckily,
they have Chris (and now Sü ). While
the former isn’t exactly thrilled by their
random drop-ins and “job shadowing,”
Chris does help Zoey out now and then with some do-ityourself medical advice. Zoey’s current mission in life: find out
what Chris does for a living.
Antonia
36, wrestling with her gender, “she”
played by Lindsay Coryne
Fun, criminally versatile, and menacing, Antonia comes across as a
butch lesbian who’d be great as a buddy and terrifying as an enemy.
She's pretty suspicious of Sü , and
comes across as, well, kind of a jerk
most of the time (though she needs
Chris as a friend more than she
admits). With a reputation as the
finest lover in the lesbian community,
she’s Chris’ boss and landlord, happy
with life as-is, with no desire to
change anything... except everything that’s going to happen
in season two.

Sandra
43, cis female, “she” played by Andrea Menard
A homicide detective who never needed anything other than a
mattress, toothbrush, and coffee-maker, now thrown into the role of
Reluctant Parent for Zoey. Sandra was honoured when her best
friend, Zoey’s mom, asked her to be godparent to her child. Of
course, she assumed that “godparent” was a purely honorary title.
Which it was – until Zoey’s mom died. Still, she does her best to give
Zoey would a safe place to grow up. Of course, she never realized
that Craneview Place isn’t exactly “safe.” As an inconvenientlylocated cop, Sandra's always on Chris’ tail in one way or another.
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Russell
30, cis male
played by Kent Leung
Sü ’s love interest and the hidden villain of the first season: a loan
officer with plans for a stable career, elegant house, and a wife
(who is deeply-closeted and transgender) to complete the
package. When we first meet him, he's an affectionate, hybriddriving bouquet-giving gentleman who listens to podcasts about
the Franco-Prussian War in his downtime. Naturally, Sü adores
him, but he intentionally sabotages Sü 's life plans, citing his
preference for her body now.

	
  
	
  
Phil
24, FtM male, “he”
played by Chance Kingsmyth
Phil is one of Sü ’s new coworkers at Atlantis. Having
transitioned from female to be a gay man, he is trying to fit
into the affluent club scene by being catty and generally
unpleasant. Sick of people not liking him for reasons beyond
his control, Phil has decided to give people clear and specific
reasons to hate him and boy, it feels great. His fake British
accent is just one layer of the persona.
Nate
37, cis male, “he”
played by Raugi Yo
Sü and Phil’s friendly, incompetent, and
awkwardly-insecure boss at Atlantis. Every
one of his subordinates has either quit or
been promoted over his head, which only
makes him cling harder to his increasingly
resentful staff. His desperation to be “hip”
and “easygoing” interferes with his daily
social interactions.
Isabelle
24, cis female, “she"
played by Gigi Saul Guerrero
Isabelle is Antonia’s seriously dysfunctional,
Wednesday Addams-like cousin. Turns out
she and Chris have two interests in common:
women and their choice of careers. The two
meet in a rough contact sport and hit it off
immediately. Their following romance is
either a disaster or a smashing success,
depending on whether you are the one who
has to clean up the damage.

